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ODALYS PRESTIGE LES OCCITANES  tourist residence

Tél : +33 (0)4 67 02 92 50
50, rue de la République - 34000 MONTPELLIER
Email : reception.occitanes@odalys.fr
Site internet : https://www.odalys-vacances.com/location-mer/languedoc-roussillon/montpellier/les-occitanes.
html?tab=1&saison_b=h&idtypevacances=61&datedebut=27/11/2015&duree=1
  
Ideally located in the heart of Montpellier, the former Regional headquarters has been completely restored, its
Haussmann-style facade retained and transformed into the unique Appart-Hotel "Odalys Prestige Les Occitanes".
Composed of two adjoining 5-storey buildings all accessible by elevators and over-looking a pleasant internal patio,
Odalys City Les Occitanes offers 91 ergonomically designed apartments accommodating 2-6 people. On the first floor
looking-out onto an attractive little park, a beautiful salon conserving all of its 19th-century elegance serves as the
breakfast room.

This charming Appart-Hotel is conveniently located at only 50 m from the Saint Roch train station and 300 m from the
Comédie place and the old town as well as being close to the Corum congress centre, Opera House, cinemas, shops,
restaurants and Le Polygone shopping-mall.

Four tramlines at the foot of the residence provide access to the surrounding urban areas.
 

 

 

  
 
Chain : ODALYS

Location : In the town centre, Montpellier - Petite Camargue

Languages spoken : English - Spanish

 
Prices
91 lodging, 232 people

double rooms from 50 €/pers.  / 1 free for every 20 paying guests

Groups : min. 20
max. 100
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<p>Prices  : single rooms from 75 €/pers.  (breakfast extra : 10 € )
double / twin rooms from 50 €/pers.  (breakfast extra : 10 € )
triple rooms from 40 €/pers.  (breakfast extra : 10 € )
1 free for every 20 paying guests

 
Facilities / Services
- 24h/24h reception
- lift
- air conditioning
- Wi-Fi


